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Abstract— The Upward Lightning Triggering Study 

(UPLIGHTS) took place in Rapid City, South Dakota, USA from 

2012 through 2014.  38 upward flashes were observed during the 

summer thunderstorm months (Apr – Sep) with a combination of 

high- and standard-speed video and digital still cameras, electric 

field meters, fast antenna systems, and for the 2014 season, a 

Lightning Mapping Array. All upward flashes were triggered by 

preceding lightning activity with the +CG flash the dominate 

triggering type. Intracloud and post +CG return stroke negative 

leaders passing near the towers were the primary triggering flash 

component, 2.4 times more frequent than the +CG return stroke 

triggering component. The one observed upward negative leader 

was triggered by a preceding -CG return stroke. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Understanding of upward lightning has evolved significantly 
over the last ten years due to research efforts around the world. 
Some of the research locations include Japan, Austria, Germany, 
Switzerland, Canada, USA, Brazil, China and South Africa. 

Notable findings include the following: 1) upward lightning 
can initiate without preceding nearby lightning activity or can be 
triggered by preceding flashes [Wang et al., 2008; Wang and 
Takagi, 2012]. 2) Self-initiated upward lightning (SIUL) tends 
to occur more often in winter months with lower cloud bases, 
colder temperatures and with stronger winds, whereas lightning-

triggered upward lightning (LTUL) tends to occur more often 
during summer months with active storms that contain higher 
cloud bases and warmer temperatures. [Wang and Takagi, 2012; 
Zhou et al., 2012]. 3) A large majority of upward lightning 
involves the development of an upward propagating positive 
leader which is classified as upward negative lightning in the 
literature since negative charge is effectively lowered to ground 
[Miki et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2012; Warner et al., 2012a; 
Smorgonskiy et al., 2015; Saba et al., 2016]. 4) The dominate 
storm type for LTUL is a Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) 
with an associated stratiform precipitation area  over the tall 
objects that experience upward lightning [Warner et al., 2012b; 
Saba et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2017]. 5) A 
majority of LTUL is triggered by preceding horizontally 
extensive positive cloud-to-ground flashes [Zhou et al., 2012, 
Warner et al., 2012a; Schumann et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2015; Saba 
et al., 2012, 2016]. 6) Horizontally extensive flashes that trigger 
transient luminous events (TLEs) in the upper atmosphere can 
also trigger upward lightning during the same flash [Lyons et al., 
2011; Lyons et al., 2012; Warner et al., 2012c; Lyons et al., 
2014; Rison et al., 2014]. 7) Horizontal propagating negative 
leaders and/or positive cloud-to-ground return strokes that pass 
near or over tall objects are the primary triggering flash 
components responsible for initiating upward positive leaders 
(UPLs) [Mazur and Ruhnke, 2011; Warner, 2012; 2012a; 
2012b; Saba et al., 2012, 2016; Schumann et al., 2014a, 2014b, 
2014c]. 8) The development of an UPL can lead to the initiation 
of an upward negative leader (UNL) from a nearby object [Lu et 
al., 2009]. 9) Lightning-triggered UPLs frequently transition to 



horizontal propagation just below cloud base and then branch 
extensively [Warner et al., 2012c; Schumann et al., 2014a; Saba 
et al., 2016]. 

This paper reports on the observations and initial findings 
from the Upward Lightning Triggering Study (UPLIGHTS) that 
took place in Rapid City, South Dakota, USA from 2012 – 2014. 
This study sought to further define and characterize the nearby 
lightning triggering process that leads to upward leader initiation 
and development from tall objects. We first summarize the 
observations made during the campaign, and then present a 
visual model of the triggering processes based on findings from 
our analyses.  Using this framework, we then discuss specific 
LTUL examples relating to components and processes 
incorporated in the model.  Findings from the analysis of 
weather conditions and charge distributions favorable for 
upward lightning during UPLIGHTS will be provided via 
separate papers at this conference. 

 

II. PROJECT SUMMARY 

A. Overview 

UPLIGHTS utilized multiple optical assets that included 
high- and standard-speed video cameras along with digital still 
image cameras to record visual observations of triggering 
flashes and upward leader initiation and development.  Electric 
field sensing equipment, which included fast antenna systems 
and electric field meters, provided data on the ambient electric 
field before as well as its change during upward flashes.  The 
addition of a Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) for the 2014 
season allowed for the 3-dimensional visualization of lightning 
leader development and propagation relative to the towers. The 
National Weather Service KUDX WSR-88D, located 35 km east 
of the towers, recorded weather radar data including dual-
polarity data beginning with the 2013 season.  The National 
Weather Service Forecast Office in Rapid City, located 3 km 
east of the closest tower, recorded meteorological surface data 
and upper air soundings twice daily (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Layout of the 10 towers relative to the National 
Weather Service forecast office and weather radar. 

B. Instrumentation 

Optical assets included high- and standard-speed video 
cameras along with digital still image cameras.  Up to five high-
speed cameras operating between 1,000 and 35,000 images per 
second (ips) were used to record lightning flash activity.  
Cameras were grouped into two mobile platforms, which were 
positioned at various locations from 600 m to 9 km from the 

towers (see Figure 2).  The two vehicles were spatially separated 
so that recordings could provide some level of 3-dimensionality 
when comparatively analyzed.  Variable vehicle locations were 
chosen based on storm direction of movement, storm type and 
expected visibility.  Each vehicle had at least two high-speed 
cameras with one having a wide field of view, and the other 
having a moderate field of view on selected towers.  Each 
vehicle also had one camera that operated in the 1,000 – 2,000 
ips range and another in the 10,000 – 35,000 ips range.  The two 
vehicles also contained standard-speed video cameras recording 
in standard- and high-definition that provided 60 ips continuous 
video at extremely wide field of views and moderate field of 
views on selected towers.  A single digital still camera located 
in each vehicle captured entire flashes employing continuous 10 
second exposures at night. During the day, these cameras 
utilized an infrared trigger with the lens aperture set at f/8 and 
ISO at 100 resulting in images with “camera determined” 
exposure times based on ambient light conditions. 

Three fixed optical sites located on opposing sides of Rapid 
City captured continuously recorded wide field of view 
standard-speed video at 60 ips as well as digital still images.  
Distances from these sites to each of the towers ranged from 2.5 
km to 11 km. 

The National Institute for Space Research (INPE), Brazil 
operated flat-plate, fast antenna systems with a sample rate of 5 
million samples/second and a lower and upper frequency 
bandwidth of 306 Hz and 1.5 MHz respectively.  Both a high- 
and low-gain fast antenna were placed together approximately 5 
km west of the towers (West Sensors in Figure 2).  At this 
location, the dual gain system provided increased dynamic range 
for sensing electric field changes primarily associated with 
triggering flashes.  A low-gain fast antenna was placed between 
towers 1 and 2 (North Sensors in Figure 2).  At this location, the 
sensor was within 1.6 km of the three towers that historically 
produced the most upward leaders (Towers 1, 4 and 6), 
optimizing the recording of both the triggering flash electric 
field change near the tower locations and the field change 
resulting from the development of the upward leaders. 

Co-located with the fast antenna systems were rotating vane 
electric field meters (EFMs) that sampled the ambient electric 
field at 20 samples/second.  An additional EFM was also located 
on one of the mobile vehicles.  The field meters were factory-
calibrated but were not calibrated to account for local field 
enhancement at each individual sensor site.  Therefore, they 
were not absolutely calibrated so electric field magnitude could 
not be compared relatively between the three different site 
locations.  Data obtained from the EFMs provided insight into 
the initial electric field polarity as well as direction and 
magnitude of change during upward flashes at varying distances 
and directions from the towers. 

For the 2014 observation season, a nine-station LMA 
provided by New Mexico Tech was installed with the centroid 
approximately 50 km east-southeast of the towers [Krehbiel et 
al., 2000, Thomas et al., 2004].  The LMA centroid was located 
southeast of the towers due to additional research objectives not 
related to UPLIGHTS.  This location did, however, provide 
good 3-dimensional resolution of lightning generated source 
points for triggering and upward flashes from the towers.  The 



LMA system recorded and triangulated the peak amplitude very 
high frequency (VHF) emission in sequential 80 µs time 
windows. 

 
Figure 2. Layout of the 10 towers relative to the electric field 
sensing instrumentation and cameras. 

National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) stroke data 
[Cummins and Murphy, 2009] for a 200 km radius around the 
towers was obtained and analyzed for this study.  Analysis 
provided timing and location of impulsive events detected by the 
NLDN during triggering and upward flashes. 

The physics sign convention [Rakov and Uman, 2003, 
Section 1.4.2] will be used when referring to the electric field 
and its change.  A positive electric field is an upward pointing 
field when the ground is positively charged and there is negative 
charge overhead.  A positive field change would result if there 
were an increase in negative charge overhead. 

 

III. OBSERVATIONS 

The UPLIGHTS formal observation timeframe fell within 
three summer thunderstorm seasons (Apr – Sep) from 2012 – 
2014.  A total of 38 upward flashes during 13 storms were 
observed from the 10 towers located in Rapid City.  All 38 
upward flashes were LTUL with the upward leaders being 
triggered by nearby preceding lightning activity.  37 upward 
flashes had upward propagating positive leaders develop from 
one or more towers, and we observed one upward flash in which 
an upward propagating negative leader developed from one 
tower.  This was the first and only upward negative leader ever 
observed in Rapid City since observations began back in 2004. 

18 of the 38 upward flashes (47%) had an upward positive 
leader develop from more than one tower during the flash.  The 
maximum number of towers that initiated an UPL during a 
single upward flash was six and this occurred twice. 

Four storms had only one upward flash occur and nine 
storms had more than one upward flash occur as it passed over 
the towers.  The average number of upward flashes per storm 

was 2.9 with a maximum of 8 upward flashes during a single 
storm. 

IV. VISUAL MODEL 

Since UPLs are dominantly observed during LTUL in Rapid 
City, our visual model will focus on this type of upward flash, 
and we will address UNL triggering separately after the UPL 
cases. Our analysis suggests that two flash components are 
responsible for the initiation of UPLs from tall objects.   

Firstly, negative leader development passing near or over the 
tall objects can create quasielectrostatic stress at the tower tip 
due to the rapid positioning of negative charge near the towers 
that results in the initiation of an UPL.  The addition of negative 
charge over the tower causes a positive field change as the 
electric field strengthens according to Coulomb’s Law.  If this 
electric field strengthening occurs rapidly enough to overcome 
the increased induced positive corona space charge production 
near ground objects, which acts to reduce the sensed electric 
field at the tower tip, a self-propagating upward positive leader 
may form.  This negative leader development can take place 
during an intracloud flash or prior to or after a positive cloud-to-
ground (+CG) return stroke.  Horizontally extensive flashes in 
MCSs, where negative leaders travel large distances through 
layered positive charge frequently found near cloud base, are the 
most effective in triggering UPLs [Mazur and Ruhnke, 2011; 
Warner, 2012; 2012a; 2012b; Saba et al., 2012, 2016; Schumann 
et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2014c].  Following a +CG return stroke, 
which effectively raises ground potential to the upper extent of 
the bidirectional leader network that formed prior to the return 
stroke, extensive negative leader growth can occur due to the 
potential difference between the upper extent of the return stroke 
channel (near ground potential) and the surrounding ambient 
cloud potential.  The negative leader development can further 
extend previously formed leader channels and branches or create 
new branches which propagate in new directions as dictated by 
available charge regions (potential wells).  This renewed 
development can travel large horizontal distances in the 
horizontally stratified positive charge regions frequently found 
in stratiform precipitation areas of MCSs [Lu et al., 2009].  As a 
result, the initiation time for an UPL may be well after the +CG 
return stroke if the renewed negative leader development has to 
travel significant distances to reach the tower area.  The delay 
from a +CG return stroke to UPL initiation can exceed 100 ms 
[Warner et al., 2012a; Saba et al., 2016]. 

The second flash component that can trigger UPLs is the 
return stroke of a +CG flash.  The return stroke, which 
effectively raises negative charge along the return stroke 
channel path, can again cause a large positive electric field 
change.  If the return stroke channel path is near or over the 
towers, the speed of the return stroke and its associated 
quasielectrostatic influence on the tower can again exceed the 
induced positive corona space charge production resulting in an 
UPL.  Unlike the negative leader triggering flash component that 
can precede or follow a return stroke, the relatively short 
duration but intense field change associated with the return 
stroke results in a very short delay in initiating an UPL based on 
our observations, usually within 2 ms. 

Analysis of the ambient electric field at the surface prior to 
upward flashes showed that it was preferentially positive.  For 



the 32 electric field records obtained near the towers, 27 (84%) 
showed a positive electric field prior to upward flash.  Therefore, 
a fundamental question that must be addressed is how does the 
towers and ground obtain a positive induced charge when there 
is an overlaying positive cloud charge region that serves as the 
potential well for horizontal negative leader propagation 
[Coleman et al., 2003, 2008]?  It seems logical that upward 
positive leaders would form more easily if the tower had an 
induced positive charge at the time of the triggering flash so that 
the tower did not have to undergo a reversal from negative to 
positive induced charged from the influence of the triggering 
component prior to UPL initiation. 

Figure 3 shows a simplified visual model that depicts the 
initial conditions prior to an upward flash.  A stratiform 
precipitation area overlays the towers and contains a 
horizontally stratified positive charge region that is close to 
cloud base (Figure 3A).  This positive charge region can advect 
downwind from the convective region of the storm and may 
contain areas of embedded weak convection [Stolzenburg  et al., 
1994; Carey et al., 2005].  Although originating from the upper 
tripole positive charge region found in the convective updraft 
portion of a normal polarity storm, the layered positive charge 
region found in the stratiform precipitation area typically has 
descended to a lower altitude near the melting layer [Shepherd 
et al., 1996]. 

Figure 3B shows that the presence of a layered positive 
charge region over the towers will likely result in induced 
negative charge in the ground and towers. Elevated objects such 
as towers and trees and buildings enhance the electric field 
locally and produce corona space charge that envelopes the 
region near the ground as shown in Figure 3C [Chauzy and 
Raizonville, 1982; Chauzy and Soula, 1989]. Due to the 
proximity of the negative corona space charge to the towers and 
the resulting reduction in tower-sensed electric field strength 
from the overlaying in-cloud positive charge, the towers and 
nearby ground may experience a reduced induced charge and 
possibly even an induced charge reversal shown in Figure 3D. 
This would leave the towers with an induced positive charge as 
frequently seen prior to upward flashes. Furthermore, the 
possible formation of a negatively charged screening layer at 
cloud base due to the overlying positive cloud charge region 
[Zhou and Tinsley, 2007] could further support a positively 
induced ground and towers as shown in Figure 3E. 

The possible contributions of negative corona space charge 
and negative screening layer to the favorable condition of 
induced positively charged towers needs to be further studied 
and characterized and should be a focus of future research.  In 
the meantime, our visual model will contain the initial charge 
arrangement as presented. 

Figure 3. Initial conditions that prove favorable for the 
triggering of upward positive leaders. 



A. Intracloud Triggering Flash with Negative Leaders as 

Triggering Component (28 June 2014 – 23:47:15 UT) 

 The first example will be an intracloud triggering flash in 
which the negative end of the bidirectional leader development 
passes over the towers.  Based on analysis of LMA data, the 
initiation of this type of triggering flash typically occurs between 
the upper positive charge region and main negative charge 
region near the convective area of the storm.  The negative 
leader development then follows the positive charge region as it 
slopes downward into the stratiform precipitation area and over 
the towers.  For this scenario, the negative leaders simply pass 
over or near the towers and the increased positive electric field 
between the negative leaders and towers (which already 
enhances the electric field due to the towers’ shape) exceeds a 
threshold for the initiation and development of an upward 
propagating positive leader (see Figure 4).  The rapid 
quasielectrostatic field change due to the approaching negative 
leaders and their associated negative charge likely exceeds the 
increasing screening effect due to the production of positive 
corona space charge production. 

 

 

Figure 4. Visual model of an intracloud triggering flash with 
negative leaders as the triggering component. Positive charge in 
light red, negative charge in light blue, positive leaders in dark 
red and negative leaders in dark blue. 

Figure 5 contains observed data from an intracloud 
triggering flash which initiated an UPL from a single tower.  The 
flash initiated in the convective portion of a multicellular MCS 
with a small trailing stratiform precipitation area over the 
towers. The negative leader development initiated at 7 km above 
ground level (AGL) based on LMA data (right panels) and then 
traveled down to 4 km before passing over the towers. Visual in-
cloud brightening, as recorded by a high-speed camera at the 
West Cameras site (upper left panels), traveled from right to left 
(south to north) over the towers prior to UPL initiation and 
correlated with the positive field change (lower left panels) and 
LMA-indicated VHF source points associated with negative 
leaders.  Vertical red line in fast antenna and LMA data displays 
corresponds to time of high-speed video image. 

B. +CG Triggering Flash with Post Return Stroke Negative 

Leader Growth as Triggering Component (22 June 2014 – 

02:24:08 UT) 

We next address how negative leader growth following a 
+CG return stroke can travel near a tall object and trigger an 
UPL.  The visual model shown in Figure 6 begins with 
bidirectional leader development prior to the return stroke 
(Figure 6A).  The return stroke, as shown in Figure 6B-D travels 
through the leader network formed prior to the return stroke.  
After the return stroke reaches the outer extent of the leader 
network (Figure 6D), new negative leader growth results in 
negative leaders passing near the towers and triggering UPLs as 
shown in Figure 6E-F. 

Figure 7 contains an example of a +CG triggering flash in 
which post return stroke negative leader growth triggered an 
UPL from a single tower. The high-speed video recording from 
the East Camera location (upper left panels) had a view looking 
west toward the towers and triggering flash.  The flash 
originated 66 km northwest of the towers at 10 km AGL with 
the negative leaders descending to 7 km after traveling 30 km to 
the southeast.  The negative leaders remained at 7 km AGL 
while extending another 50 km southeast, remaining west of the 
towers by a minimum of 14 km. 

This was followed by a +CG return stroke 21 km west of the 
towers and back along the path traveled by the negative leaders. 
The high-speed video recording of the +CG return stroke 
showed in-cloud brightening traversing the path previously 
taken by the negative leaders (see Figure 7A upper left panel and 
light blue south-pointed arrow in LMA display).  This is 
followed by new negative leader growth from near the +CG 
return stroke location eastward toward the towers as shown in 
Figure 7B.  As the negative leader growth passed near the 
towers, an UPL initiated as shown in high-speed video images 
in Figure 7B and 7C).  The West electric field change sensor 
recorded the positive field change associated with the +CG 
return stroke (red line location in Figure 7A lower left panel), 
however it was the field change associated with the new 
negative leader growth that passed over the towers (red line 
location in Figure 7B lower left panel) that initiated the UPL.  
The delay time between the +CG return stroke and UPL 
initiation was 94 ms. 

  



 

Figure 5. Composite figure showing images from a high-speed video recording (upper left panel), electric field change sensor 
recording (lower left panel) and LMA display (right panel). Red vertical lines show correlated time with high-speed video image. 

  



 
Figure 6. Visual model of +CG triggering flash with post return 

stroke negative leader growth as the triggering component. 

Positive charge in light red, negative charge in light blue, 

positive leaders in dark red and negative leaders in dark blue. 

Return stroke is thickness enhanced dark blue. 

 

C. +CG Triggering Flash with Return Stroke as Triggering 

Component (1 June 2014 – 17:36:11 UT) 

If the negative portion of the bidirectional leader 
development that precedes a +CG return stroke forms near or 
over a tall object, the subsequent +CG return stroke can trigger 
an UPL.  Our visual model for this process begins again with 
bidirectional leader development with the negative end passing 
over the towers as shown in Figure 8A and 8B.  However, the 
electric field change associated with the approaching negative 
leaders does not trigger an UPL.  The subsequent +CG return 
stroke traverses the leader network as shown in Figure 8C-F and 
the resulting electric field change from the rapid movement of 
negative charge near the towers results in the initiation of an 
UPL as shown in Figure 8E-F. 

Figure 9 shows high-speed video recording images (upper 
left panel), fast electric field change record (lower left panel) and 
LMA display (right panel) of a +CG flash in which the return 
stroke triggered and UPL from two towers.  The flash initiated 
10 km east of the towers at an altitude of 4 km (Figure 9A LMA 
display) Negative leaders then traveled west over the towers 
which were visible as in-cloud brightening recorded by the high-
speed video camera. Correspondingly, the West fast electric 
field change sensor recorded a positive field change as shown at 
the vertical red line location in Figure 9A.  However, no UPLs 
initiated with the passage of the negative leaders. An NLDN-
indicated -56.1 kA +CG return stroke 7.6 km east of the towers 
(light red plus in Figure 9B LMA display) resulted in a rapid 
positive field change as shown at the red line location of the field 
electric change recording in Figure 9B and there was a 
corresponding saturating brightness captured in the high-speed 
recording that traveled right to left (westward) as viewed from 
the South camera site. Two UPLs initiated within 2 ms of the 
return stroke one of which is visible in Figure 9C. 

 

D. -CG Triggering Flash with Return Stroke as Triggering 

Component for Upward Negative Leader (15 June 2015 – 

02:00:01 UT) 

Over 11 years of upward flash observations, we have 
observed only one upward negative leader develop from the 
towers in Rapid City. The analysis of this flash indicated that a 
-CG return stroke triggered an UNL from a single tower. Figure 
10 shows high-speed video images, electric field change and 
LMA display from this unique flash.  

  



 
Figure 7 Composite figure showing images from a high-speed video recording (upper left panel), electric field change sensor 
recording (lower left panel) and LMA display (right panel). Red vertical lines show correlated time with high-speed video image. 

  



 
Figure 8. Visual model of +CG triggering flash with the return 
stroke as the triggering component. Positive charge in light red, 

negative charge in light blue, positive leaders in dark red and 
negative leaders in dark blue. Return stroke is thickness 
enhanced dark blue. 

Based on LMA data, the flash initiated at an altitude of 6 km, 
15 km south-southwest of the tower. Negative leader 
development then propagated upward to 7 km while traveling 
west-southwestward for 10 km before descending to 4 km AGL 
while propagating westward for another 10 km. The negative 
leaders then remained at 4 km while traveling north-northeast 
for a total 50 km in a span of 350 ms. This was followed by 
visible negative leader activity below cloud base back near the 
flash origin. The LMA recorded corresponding VHF source 
points at 2 km AGL. A subsequent -CG return stroke 14 km 
southwest of the tower followed this activity. 

An -14 kA estimated peak current IC event was recorded by 
the NLDN, but standard-speed video cameras captured the 
visible -CG return stroke channel as shown in Figure 11. The 
West electric field change sensor recorded a very large negative 
change associated with the return stroke as shown in Figure 10 
(red line location in lower left panel) and saturating in-cloud 
brightness was correspondingly captured in the high-speed 
video recording along with the initiation of the UNL.  

The upward propagating leader was clearly negative based 
on its visual behavior [Warner et al., 2016].  The leader tips 
stepped and exhibited chaotic directional change with branches 
remaining bright. The UNL propagated in the same direction as 
the post return stroke in-cloud brightness (north-northeast). The 
LMA recorded numerous VHF source points at 4 km 
immediately following the return stroke that spread primarily 
northward directly over the tower area. Based on the correlated 
negative field change response from the electric field sensors, 
these post return stroke leaders were positive polarity (see also 
[Edens et al., 2012]). 

 

I. DISCUSSION 

For each upward flash, analysis of the correlated data 
resulted in the assignment of a triggering flash type and 
triggering component.  Figure 12 shows the breakdown of 
triggering flash types for the 38 upward flashes. The +CG flash 
was the dominate triggering type at 76%. 

Figure 13 shows the distribution of triggering flash 
components observed. Negative leaders triggered UPLs 29 
times with 10 occurring during intracloud activity and 19 after a 
+CG return stroke.  The +CG return stroke triggered one or more 
UPLs 12 times and a -CG return stroke triggered a single UNL.  
For three multiple upward leader flashes, multiple triggering 
components resulted in the initiation of UPLs from more than 
one tower during the same flash.  This distribution suggests that 
although the +CG flash is the most favorable triggering flash 
type, negative leader activity passing near a tall object during 
intracloud development or after a +CG return stroke is 2.4 times 
more likely to initiate an UPL. 

  



 
Figure 9. Composite figure showing images from a high-speed video recording (upper left panel), electric field change sensor 

recording (lower left panel) and LMA display (right panel). Red vertical lines show correlated time with high-speed video image.

  



 
Figure 10. Composite figure showing images from a high-speed video recording (upper left panel), electric field change sensor 

recording (lower left panel) and LMA display (right panel). Red vertical lines in show correlated time with high-speed video 

image. 

 



 
Figure 11. Standard-speed video image from East camera site 
showing triggering -CG return stroke channel and upward 
negative leader. 

 

 
Figure 12. Histogram of triggering flash types. 

 

 
Figure 13. Historgram of triggering flash components observed 
for 38 upward flashes. 

A notable observation regarding the triggered UNL was the 
magnitude of the recorded triggering negative field change 
relative to the typical positive field change magnitudes observed 

during UPL triggering.  Figure 14 shows the ambient electric 
field meter record for a typical upward flash in which an UPL 
develops.  The black trace is the ambient electric field from the 
EFM closest to the towers located at the North Sensor site.  It 
shows a positive ambient field prior to the triggering flash and 
then a positive electric field change associated with the 
triggering component.  A electric field reversal due to the 
proximity of the developing UPL then follows. The blue trace 
from the mobile EFM located at the South Sensor site near the 
south towers shows a slightly positive ambient electric field and 
a triggering flash positive change.  The red trace from the EFM 
at the West Sensor has a negative ambient field prior to the 
triggering flash (note that this site is 5 km west of the closest 
tower and typically upwind) and only records a triggering 
positive field change during the upward flash.  Therefore, it 
appears that only the EFM close to the tower was significantly 
influenced by the UPL. 

In contrast, the North Sensor site recorded an ambient 
negative electric field prior to the triggering upward flash in 
which a nearby UNL developed (see black trace in Figure 15). 
In fact the pre-flash ambient electric field recorded by all three 
EFMs are a near mirror opposite to that for the UPL case. All 
three EFMs recorded a very large negative electric field change 
associated with the triggering flash and no reversal due to the 
developing UNL.  Given the extreme rarity of UNL flashes 
observed in Rapid City, this observation may suggest that only 
for cases of very large negative field change can an UNL initiate. 
This seems reasonable given the difference in breakdown 
electric field required for positive and negative leaders 
[Bazelyan and Raiser, 2000]. 

Analysis of UPLIGHTS data continues and additional 
findings will be reported in the future. 

 

 
Figure 14. Ambient electric field meter recordings for an 

upward flash with an UPL.  The red trace is from the West 

Sensor site EFM, the black trace is from the North Sensor site 

EFM, and the blue trace is from the South Sensor site EFM. 
 



 
Figure 15. Ambient electric field meter recordings for an 

upward flash with an UNL.  The red trace is from the West 

Sensor site EFM, the black trace is from the North Sensor site 

EFM, and the blue trace is from the South Sensor site EFM. 
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